
DECKTREAD NON SLIP SHEETING Grey 900x1800mm $110 each sheet - BARGAIN.

This is the best item to adhere to your deck for non slip and durability. It is a rubber like compound with cork particles impregnated 
for light weight and non slip properties. It can be stuck to most surfaces with the appropiate adhesive. It is easy to cut with a box 
cutter. The sheets are brand NEW, uncut and ready for you to use on you project. We are selling our unwanted excess sheets for 
$150 each.

STAINLESS BOARDING LADDER – 2 STEP FOLDING $40

 2 step folding ladder designed to fit to the bottom of the transom or marlin board on yachts and power vessels. It is ideal where 
you do not have the space or need for a long ladder. It has a stainless top step integrated in the design. It is well used but in good 
condition and is made from quality SS, Australian made !

__________________________________________________________

KERO 2 BURNER STOVE & OVEN COMBO – ALL 316 STAINLESS $350

This is a very well made scandinavian stainless cooking range suitable for medium to larger yachts (35' upwards). It uses kero in a 
remote tank (for easy filling), the remote tank is about 4lt, all stainless and comes with the stove. The unit is just a little wider than 
the broardwater/maxi stoves, not quite as tall and can gimball if required. It is of much soldider construction than the stoves on the 
market today. 
Height - body 455mm, 520 to the top of the ss pot hoops
Width - 510mm, plus another 12mm each side for the gimbal lugs that can be removed if not required
Depth - 385mm for the body, 420mm if you include the oven handle and regulating knobs.

__________________________________________________________

LIFERAFT – RFD 6 PERSON “SOLAS SURVIVOR”  $50

The raft is with the original CO2 gas cylinder. It is long out of testing and best suited for practise or other purposes (floating cubby 
house for the kids). No pod is included, that was sold earlier.

__________________________________________________________



PROPELLER SHAFT 1.5” x 7' STAINLESS STEEL  –  WITH GLAND AND STERNTUBE   $250 SYDNEY

A heavy duty SS shaft and associated gear in Very good condition. The shaft is exactly 7' long from end to end  x 1.5” dia. There is 
a SS stern tube 2&3/8" external diameter, bronze packing gland, bellows and a crown SS nut for the prop end. The shaft is tapered 
with a keyway at the propeller end (no propeller included). The stern tube runs through a 1/4" SS plate that can be used to fasten 
the tube to a GRP, alloy or timber hull, bolt holes are insitu, for a steel hull it can be welded directly.

MARINER 8HP LONG SHAFT OUTBOARD  $200 SYDNEY

Long shaft outboard, runs well, plenty of power. Very easy to start. The gear shift lever needs some tinkering as it does not remain 
in position for the F/N/R selections. Has a new impeller in the water pump. Has not been used in salt water, was used in the 
freshwater lakes in the Snowy and Canberra regions.

__________________________________________________________

MANUAL ANCHOR WINCH - LEWMAR S-L HYSPEED 510      $350 SYDNEY

Simpson Lawrence / Lewmar, 3" rope drum & chain gypsy. In Very Good condition, the 5/16" short link chain gypsy looks hardly 
used. The unit is oil filled to ensure a long service life and efficiency under heavy loadings.

Comes with new spare parts for cruising away from suppliers (these spare parts are expensive to buy as extras). 

FISHING NET FLOATS $30 SYDNEY

Three orange plastic floats as per the photo, they are about 10" in dia. Why don't you clutter up your garage with them instead of 
ours !

Swap for something useful.


